Abstract-Face detection/alignment methods have reached a satisfactory state in static images captured under arbitrary conditions. Such methods typically perform (joint) fitting for each frame and are used in commercial applications; however in the majority of the real-world scenarios the dynamic scenes are of interest. We argue that generic fitting per frame is suboptimal (it discards the informative correlation of sequential frames) and propose to learn person-specific statistics from the video to improve the generic results. To that end, we introduce a meticulously studied pipeline, which we name PD 2 T, that performs person-specific detection and landmark localisation. We carry out extensive experimentation with a diverse set of i) generic fitting results, ii) different objects (human faces, animal faces) that illustrate the powerful properties of our proposed pipeline and experimentally verify that PD 2 T outperforms all the compared methods.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
S
IGNIFICANT progress has been made in static facial imagery, e.g., in face detection ( [1] , [2] , [3] ), landmark localisation ( [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ). Nevertheless, in a wide range of applications such as lip-reading, expression analysis, surveillance, commercial cameras' tracking the interest lies in dynamic scenes, where deformable tracking has received less attention. This is precisely the problem we tackle in this paper; we introduce PD 2 T, a meticulously studied adaptive deformable tracking pipeline. Such an architecture is invaluable in case the tracking outcome is used for training algorithms, e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] .
Deformable tracking ( [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ) aims at tracking the shape of a deformable object in a sequence of frames. 1 This shape typically consists of a number of landmark (i.e., fiducial) points, while the principal 'object' to date is the human face. Deformable tracking methods are separated into i) generic and ii) adaptive. The adaptive methods, often alleged person-specific methods, learn the statistics from (previous) frames and fit the fiducial points with these statistics. On the contrary, in the generic methods a pre-trained landmark localisation technique, typically trained in thousands of images, is employed to fit each frame independently with generic statistics. In this work, we argue that generic methods are suboptimal for tracking, since they fail to capture any correlation among sequential frames and we demonstrate that any generic method could be greatly boosted by employing our adaptive method on the generic results.
The typical way to perform generic deformable tracking, as described in the recent review of [15] , consists in a twostep process of i) obtaining the bounding box, ii) performing landmark localisation per frame. The first step of obtaining the bounding box can either be performed by a pre-trained object detector/tracker, or by a model-free tracker. A shortcoming of the generic detection is that small intensity differences between two sequential frames might result in nonoverlapping detected regions of interest, due to the (implicit) ranking performed by detectors. An alternative to generic object detection is the model-free tracking techniques. Given the state (typically a rectangular bounding box) of the first frame, the technique estimates the state of the subsequent frames, while no prior information about the object is provided. The tracker should adapt to any appearance/shape changes of the object. Tracking an arbitrary object in an arbitrary video, often alleged 'in-the-wild', constitutes a very challenging task, thus an immense amount of diverse techniques has been proposed [16] , [17] , [18] . The two major drawbacks of the model-free trackers are that i) they rely on a markov assumption, i.e., there should be no cut frames/ change of camera, ii) they are prone to drifting.
In contrast to the generic models, adaptive deformable facial models have received less attention, which can be partially attributed to their computational complexity. Previous lines of research in adaptive deformable tracking have focused on performing joint alignment of the frames given the initial landmarks' estimates. The majority of the works are based on RASL [19] which assumes that a collection of M sequential frames of an object, e.g., a human face, can be decomposed into a low-rank matrix and a sparse error matrix. The drawback of this work is that it allows the object to deform arbitrarily, often leading to unnatural deformations.
To mitigate that, Cheng et al. [20] modify RASL by assuming that there are some generic anchor shapes and penalise deformations from anchor shapes. This forces the solution to be close to the initial erroneous fitting. In RAPS [21] , they tackle the unnatural deformations by restricting the object to be in an appropriate subspace learnt from clean static images of that object. A significant drawback with these approaches is that they are designed for batches of images and not lengthy clips, in which it is very computationally demanding to fit all images simultaneously. Additionally, the low-rank assumption is restrictive in lengthy clips with extensive object movement. The global SDM of [11] only utilises the temporal correlation to initialise the fitting from the outcome of the previous frame, however this does not i) learn any statistics from the clip, ii) avoid drifting issues.
A special part of adaptive models are the incremental learning techniques ( [22] , [23] , [24] ). Those are used when online performance is of paramount significance. Such methods are based on a pre-trained model which they update online as new samples emerge. The drawbacks of ( [22] , [23] , [24] ) are twofold: a) there is not theoretical guarantee that these discriminative methods converge, b) they often perform well, but their fitting empirically converges only reasonably close to the solution. In addition, the methods of [23] , [24] are based on simulation statistics, which are computationally expensive.
An additional reason for lack of adaptive methods was the fact that there was no comprehensive benchmark for evaluating facial landmark tracking methodologies. Evaluation was mainly conducted by simple visual inspection of cherry picked videos [14] , [25] . The first large in-the-wild benchmark [9] , alleged 300 vW, consists of 114 videos (64 for testing) with varying degrees of difficulty. Each video contains a single face, while the annotation is dense in the temporal domain with a sparse set of 68 fiducial points tracked. Annotating hundreds of thousands of frames (especially in the challenging category 3) was a gargantuan task. Consequently, we had to devise methodologies that automatically provide an accurate landmark localisation output to minimise the manual annotation effort. As we have demonstrated in the past [26] methodologies similar to this work aid in large scale video annotation.
In this work, we support that object alignment per frame is suboptimal; much richer representations can be extracted from sequential frames. To that end, we introduce PD 2 T, a fully-automatic pipeline, that considers as input a number of sequential frames along with a generic fitting per frame, learns person-specific statistics and fits the learnt models to the frames. The proposed pipeline is a 3-step process where 1) the initial step is used to learn person-specific statistics for improved detection, then 2) using any off-the-shelf generic landmark localisation as a second step, and finally 3) learning a person-specific model for refining the landmark positions per frame. This process can be iterated several times which will iteratively improve the final deformable tracking results. 2 We propose two versions of PD 2 T: i) the incremental (online), ii) the offline one. The incremental version learns the models from the first few frames that are available (100 in the experiments), then the learnt models are updated incrementally; the offline version accepts as input the complete sequence/set of generic results. The offline version allows the relaxation of the markov assumption, since there is both a detection and a localisation step in each frame. The motivation behind the offline version is the optimal performance for demanding applications, while the incremental version offers the chance of online processing. Thorough experimentation is performed in both human faces and animal tracking to validate PD 2 T's effectiveness. The generic methods of [15] are considered as input in 300 vW and demonstrate that PD 2 T improves the outcomes in every single case. Due to the saturation of topperforming methods in 300 vW, we introduce FTOVM, a new dataset with harder cases that have not emerged in 300 vW. Additionally, a number of videos are annotated in a previously unstudied task, i.e., animal landmark tracking, in order to investigate the robustness of our method to less established objects. The animal videos will be publicly available in https://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/.
A preliminary version of this work has appeared in [26] , however a number of extensions are performed with most prominent the fact that PD 2 T can be used for several deformable objects; experiments with both human facial tracking and animal tracking are provided. Additionally, in this work we present an incremental (online) version of the pipeline, which includes incremental learning of statistics for both detection and landmark localisation. This has not emerged in the past, while the incremental pictorial structures (person-specific detection) have not emerged in the literature before. Moreover, the objective of this work consists in learning an adaptive model on top of any generic deformable tracking method. A third difference is the extensive self evaluation part includes experimentation over the architectural/algorithmic decisions to optimise the pipeline.
Our contributions are summarised as follows:
An adaptive object-agnostic pipeline, which we name PD 2 T, is proposed. We propose an i) incremental, ii) offline version of PD 2 T with several self evaluation experiments (deferred to the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPAMI.2017.2769654). This pipeline ameliorates the main drawbacks of the generic methods. The incremental version of the pipeline includes the incremental pictorial structures for detection, which has never emerged before. Experimentation in an ad-hoc scenario (animal tracking) which have never been published before. We illustrate that PD 2 T surpasses the state-of-the-art results in both human face and animal tracking. Two new datasets are proposed. The FTOVM addresses cases that do not emerge in 300 vW, e.g., the out of scene movement. The second dataset, includes cats' faces and was developed for assessing the robustness of PD 2 T in an ad-hoc deformable tracking scenario. Even though the current implementation is not real-time, we strongly believe that the proposed approach is extremely 2 . In practice we found that one iteration is sufficient in all our experiments, i.e., the person-specific detection and then landmark localisation were performed only once.
valuable; it can provide very accurate large scale landmark annotations which can be used for various tasks (e.g., training deep learning methodologies, organising benchmarks).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 the proposed method is developed, the algorithms for every steps are introduced; in Section 3 the experimental comparisons and results are described.
METHOD
Given i) a set of M sequential frames D D ¼ fi i ð1Þ ; i i ð2Þ ; . . . ; i i ðMÞ g along with ii) an initial set of landmarks in a subset of the frames, the objective of PD 2 T is to improve the initial deformable tracking results by learning person-specific models. To achieve the optimal localisation outcomes, the two core steps of PD 2 T are alternated: improve the bounding box detection, improve the landmark localisation. Each step of the pipeline is analysed in the subsequent Sections, while a block diagram of the pipeline is visualised in Fig. 1 . The fundamental assumption of our method is that there are at least few frames in each video that are initially well fitted. Experimentally, we verify that approximately 50 frames suffice for a clip over a minute long ($ 1,800 frames), which should be achievable by several existing localisation techniques.
Notation
A capital (small) bold letter represents a matrix (vector), while a plain letter designates a scalar number. The following notational simplifications are performed in the succeeding sections: (a) The time t is dropped if unnecessary, e.g., instead of writing frame i i ðtÞ , it will be expressed as i i, (b) an 'image patch' refers by default to the vectorised version of the patch, (c) the feature extraction function f f is implicitly assumed in patches, i.e., when denoting a patch as i i j , it refers to f fði i j Þ.
The purpose of landmark tracking in each frame i i consists in localising a set of n points with configuration
. . . ; x n ; y n T ;
with ' ' j ¼ ½x j ; y j T ; j 2 ½1; n the Cartesian coordinates of the jth point in time t. An image patch centered around the point ' ' j is denoted as i i j . If the patch shape is ðp w ; p h Þ and the patch area is defined as p a ¼ p w Á p h , then i i j 2 R pa . The relative location of two points of interest is determined as the vector of their spatial difference, i.e., ' ' j À ' ' k ¼ ½x j À x k ; y j À y k T . The I I denotes an identity matrix of appropriate dimensionality. The primary symbols in the manuscript are summarised in Table 1 .
Person-Specific Pictorial Detection
The first phase of PD 2 T consists in performing a more accurate detection by utilising the pictorial structures of [27] . A generative method is preferred, since empirically generative methods require less frames than their discrimative counterparts to learn object representations; an experimental validation of this claim is performed in the self evaluation part. For a frame i i, we want to confidently locate the position l l j that is very close to the ground-truth position l l gt j for all points j. We express that with the joint probability P ði i; l ljA A; S SÞ where A A; S S convey the appearance and deformation parameters respectively.
A tree T ¼ ðV; EÞ is constructed online for utilising the efficient derivation conducted by Felzenszwalb et al. in [27] , [28] . Each vertex V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g corresponds to the texture of a point of interest j, while each edge E models the spatial constraints between every pair of points that are connected. The optimal configuration for the edges E is provided by computing the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), which consitutes a tree with minimum total weights on the edges. To learn the set of edges, a complete graph with the vertices V and the edges is initialised and then Kruskal's algorithm is applied to compute the MST, please consult [27] for further details.
With the typical assumption that the patch appearance is independent from other patches (frequently appearing in computer vision, e.g., in [2] , [27] , [29] ) and the restricted format of the tree G, the joint probability is
We want to maximise this probability or correspondingly minimise the probability's negative logarithm. The first term of Eq. (1) corresponds to the appearance term, while the second to the spatial configuration of the points. We model each of the two terms with a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which allows us to use the generalised distance transforms of [28] for computing the cost per frame. Each term is developed independently below and the combined cost function is formulated.
Appearance Modelling
A multivariate Gaussian distribution N ði i j jm m j ; S S j Þ with m m j 2 R pa the mean representation, S S j 2 R paÂpa the covariance, represents the appearance of each patch i i j . By considering the negative logarithm of the appearance term of Eq. (1), the optimisation is reduced to searching for the patch i i j that minimises the Mahalanobis distance. Mathematically
A Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is performed on
mÂm to reduce the variance. However, we have experimentally noticed that the hard cases are not covered by the Gaussian distribution assumption, hence we augment our formulation by assuming that there is a latent representation that follows the Gaussian distribution. Each patch i i j is modelled as a linear combination of three terms: (a) a projection of a random variable r r j to U U j , (b) the mean appearance m m j and (c) a random variable " " as the noise term. Equivalently in math formulation
where r r j $ N ðr r j j0 0; L j L j Þ, " " $ N ð" "j0 0; s 2 I IÞ. Then the marginal distribution of i i j is a Gaussian formulated as P ði i j j' ' j ; A AÞ ¼ 
Applying the Woodbury formula on the augmented sigma, we obtain
The latent representation of Eq. (3) led to a Gaussian representation (Eq. (4)) of the patch i i j with the initial mean and an augmented variance (S S augm j ), thus as derived above we optimise for arg min
In the last equation there are two parts: (a) the Mahalanobis distance within the subspace U U j , (b) the distance to its orthogonal supplement (I I À U U j U U T j ) scaled by the inverse variance term s 2 . The latter distance term captures appearances that cannot be reconstructed from the learned subspace U U j ; by combining both terms we model more effectively the whole texture space.
Spatial Modelling
The relative position ð' ' j À ' ' k Þ of a vertex (point of interest) j from its parent vertex k is modelled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution N ðð' ' j À ' ' k Þjm m j;k ; S S j;k Þ with m m j;k 2 R 2 the mean and S S j;k 2 R 2Â2 the covariance. Then the negative logarithm of P ð' ' j ; ' ' k jm m j;k ; S S j;k ; EÞ from Eq. (1) that corresponds to the deformation is optimised by arg min
This optimisation is computationally demanding as there are thousands of candidate positions in a 2D grid while the computation should consider the combinations of the ' ' j and the parent position of ' ' k ; a naive implementation would require quadratic time in the number of positions in the grid. Utilising the tree structure and the generalised distance transform, the computation is performed in linear time. Additionally, in this work only the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix S S j;k are considered in the computation of the aforementioned optimisation.
Learning
The pictorial representation parameters are estimated from the input, which is a subset D D p (D D p D D) of (not necessarily sequential) frames along with the respective spatial configuration. Both the appearance parameters A A ¼ fm m j ; S S j j8j; j 2 ½1; ng and the set fm m j;k ; S S j;k j8ðj; kÞ; ðv k ; v j Þ 2 Eg from the deformation parameters are learnt with maximum likelihood. Due to the sensitivity of the covariances to outlier fittings, only well-fitted frames/landmarks pairs are considered as learning samples. For this purpose, a classifier is applied to reject the erroneous fittings, i.e., a function f cl ði i; l lÞ that accepts a frame i i along with the respective fitting l l and returns a binary decision on whether this is an acceptable fitting. In our case, f cl represents a linear patch-based SVM of [30] . A set of K 0 accepted fittings is used to learn the pictorial representation parameters; the learning procedure is visually depicted in Fig. 2. 
Incremental Pictorial Detection
In the online version of PD 2 T, the pictorial detection is learnt in the first few frames, hence adaptations of the parameters (means, covariances) are required over time. In this Section the updates of the parameters are developed (only applicable to the online version). The incremental update in our case can be exact ( [31] ), i.e., it is equivalent to training a new appearance model with an augmented set of images ½i i ðK 0 þ1Þ ; . . . ; i i ðKnewÞ . The update of the appearance parameters is described below, while for the deformation parameters it follows a similar logic. In order to avoid defining new auxiliary variables, the derivation below will assume momentarily that S S 
The K new samples can be expressed as a linear combination of the components already included in U U j and the components to the orthogonal subspace to U U j (denoted as V V j ). Then the updated sigmaŜ S j is equal tô
An SVD is performed in the matrix
, which allows us to rewrite Eq. (8) aŝ
The latter expression ofŜ S j enables the definition of the updated terms asÛ U j ¼ ½U U j V V j Ũ U j andL L j ¼L L j , while thê m m j is the weighted mean of m m j combined with the mean of the new image patches, which concludes the update rules.
Cost Function
By combining the Eqs. {(4), (5) , and (7)}, the final cost function is derived from Eq. (1) as arg min For each part j (vertex in T ) there are three terms: (a) the unary cost computed as the Mahalanobis distance within the subspace U U j , (b) the unary cost from the orthogonal subspace for complementary appearance information, (c) the deformation from the nominal displacement from its' parent position (k denotes the parent node of vertex j).
Efficient Inference
Note in Eq. (10) that the total cost of each part j is defined with respect to its parent's vertex position, while the sum of all parts' costs should be minimised. This dependency does not allow us to independently perform the score computation per part, however by utilising a message passing scheme, we can compute all the costs in a single forward pass (from the leaves to the root) and then backtrack to locate the patches and the parts. Starting from the leaf nodes and inversely traversing the tree towards the root vertex, the cost of placing each vertex in every position of the grid is computed by utilising the generalised distance transforms. This cost is passed as a message to the parent of the vertex, which performs a similar cost computation till all the costs are summed in the root vertex. The optimal position ' ' root is computed and then backtrack utilising the lookup tables to locate the position ' ' j of each part j, hence the patches and the spatial configuration are decided.
Generic Landmark Localisation
From the pictorial step, we obtain for every frame i i ðtÞ 2 D D a spatial configuration l l ðtÞ . The tightest bounding box of l l ðtÞ is computed and a generic landmark localisation technique is applied in this step.
The recent development of such statistical methods can be divided into two major categories: (a) discriminative models that employ regression, e.g., [5] , [7] , [25] , and (b) generative models, e.g., [32] , [33] , [34] . As recent benchmarks have illustrated, the discriminative methods with a cascade of regressors [5] outperform the rest methods. In our case, any standard landmark localisation technique can be applied, either the same as the one applied as the pre-pipeline initialisation or any other off-the-shelf method (including the discriminative state-of-the-art methods). In our experiments we consistently use the one that was applied as the initialisation before the call of the pipeline. This step is required as an initialisation to the person specific localisation method of the following step. 
Person-Specific Landmark Localisation
In this step we aim to refine the generic fittings of the previous step by constructing a model that best describes the sequence's variation. We choose the generative Active Appearance Models of [32] that have empirically demonstrated great results when the initialisation is quite close to the ground-truth. Specifically, we employ the state-of-the-art part-based Active Appearance Model (AAM) of [34] , referred to as Gauss-Newton DPM (GN-DPM), and iteratively update the appearance model to improve the fitting results.
GN-DPM of [34] is a generative statistical model of shape and appearance that recovers a parametric description of an object through Gauss-Newton optimization. Generalized Procrustes Analysis is utilised to align a set of K configurations fl l ð1Þ ; . . . ; l l ðKÞ g; Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is utilised to learn an orthonormal basis of n l eigenvectors U U ðlÞ 2 R 2nÂn l and the mean shape l l. This linear shape model can be used to generate a shape instance as l lðp pÞ ¼ l l þ U U ðlÞ p p, where p p ¼ ½p 1 ; . . . ; p n l T is the vector of shape parameters.
The appearance model is constructed in a similar way; a patch based representation is extracted per part; the representation is converted into a feature vector, i.e., i i j for landmark location j in each frame i i; the feature vectors are concatenated to form a single vectorized part-based appearance representation. A PCA is utilised in the set of partbased appearance vectors that results in a subspace of n A eigenvectors U U ðAÞ 2 R ðnÁbÞÂn A (b is the feature length of a vectorised featured patch) and the mean appearance a a. This model can be used to synthesize shape-free appearance instances, as a að Þ ¼ a a þ U U ðAÞ , where ¼ ½ 1 ; . . . ; n A T is the vector of appearance parameters. Given a test image I, the optimization problem of GN-DPM employs an ' 
This can be efficiently solved using the Gauss-Newton algorithm with a detailed derivation in [34] .
In our case, we formulate an iterative optimization problem that aims to minimize the mean GN-DPM fitting ' 2 norm of Eq. (11) over all the M frames of the video. As a generative method GN-DPM requires few well chosen images for learning appropriate appearance/shape subspaces with maximum variance. A two step process is performed for selecting the samples for learning. Initially, the pool of samples is reduced by rejecting the erroneous fittings; sequentially we perform clustering and draw the samples from each cluster. The rejection of the erroneous fittings is performed with the same classifier as in the pictorial learning (Section 2.2.3), i.e., all the configurations fl l ð1Þ ; . . . ; l l ðMÞ g along with the respective patches are inserted into the function f cl ði i; l lÞ, which outputs a number of accepted configurations/frames. Only a subset of the accepted configurations is used to form the person-specific shape subspace U U ðlÞ and the person-specific appearance subspace U U ðAÞ . To achieve the maximum variance in the shape representation, clustering is performed in the shape coordinates and a single instance is drawn from each cluster. All the accepted shapes are aligned with Procrustes; a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with a predefined number of components is fit; one sample is drawn from each cluster. Each shape along with the respective texture is mirrored horizontally; this aggregated set consists the set of learning samples for the subspaces U U ðlÞ and U U ðAÞ . In Fig. 3 few indicatives samples drawn from such a GMM for a clip are visualised. Sequentially, a generic subspace, symbolised as G G ðlÞ , is formed by augmenting the subspace U U ðlÞ with a set of Q generic shapes, i.e., shapes from datasets for static image alignment. As developed in the experimental section less than 10 images are added with the purpose to ensure that some extreme poses are included in the shape variation. for each frame. Thus, the following two steps are performed in an alternating manner:
(1) Fix fp t ; t g and minimize for f ' '; a a; ½U U ðlÞ G G ðlÞ g: Utilising the current shape estimation for each frame t 2 f1; . . . ; Mg a person-specific shape subspace U U ðlÞ is constructed, ensuring that it satisfies the orthogonality constrain with the generic shape subspace. (2) Fix f l l; a a; ½U U ðlÞ G G ðlÞ g and minimize for fp p t ; t g: Having created the orthogonal basis that combines the person-specific appearance variation, we now aim to estimate the shape and appearance parameters per frame. Based on Eq. (11), this is achieved by solving arg min p p t ; t ka aðl lðp p t ÞjI I t Þ À a að t Þk 2 ; 8t 2 f1; . . . ; Mg; (13) using the Gauss-Newton optimization [34] . The above iterative procedure gradually improves the statistical model and, as a consequence, the spatial configurations. Our experimentation demonstrated that few iterations suffice to end up with accurate results.
Update
The learnt statistics of the aforementioned steps improve the tracking outcomes of a generic method, however depending on the nature of the videos and the deformable object, few frames could be further improved by iterating the previous three steps. The configurations fl l ð1Þ ; . . . ; l l ðMÞ g obtained from the last step are fed as input to the person-specific detection step; new improved statistics with an initialisation closer to the ground-truth is learnt. In practice, one iteration is sufficient to obtain results on-par with the state-of-the-art deformable tracking results, even if the initial generic method is not very accurate.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we develop the experimental setup and present the experimental results. These are separated into i) deformable facial landmark tracking, ii) ad-hoc deformable object tracking. For deformable facial tracking the generic results of [15] are employed.
Technical Details
PD
2 T was implemented in Python with several utilities adopted from Menpo [35] . In Table 3 some informative hyper-parameters are gathered, while additional details along with qualitative results 3 have been deferred to the supplementary material, available online, due to limited space; the rest technical details allowing the reproduction of the results are developed below.
The following preprocessing was performed for training the classifier: (a) A dataset of static images with the appropriate annotation, e.g., the trainset of the 300 W challenge [38] for the facial tracking experiment, was utilised for extracting the positive training samples; perturbed versions of the annotations of those images along with selected images of Pascal dataset [39] were used for mining the negative samples. (b) For each positive sample a fixed size patch was extracted around each of the n landmark points, SIFT [36] were computed per patch. For each negative sample, a random perturbation of the ground truth points was performed to create an erroneous fitting prior to extracting the patches. (c) The linear SVM as a failure checking method was trained, with its hyper-parameters cross-validated in withheld validation clips (trainset of 300 vW [9] ).
We have noticed that that several challenging frames may contain outliers. In order to avoid having the covariance matrix affected by them, we used the trimmed statistical estimates [40] . Specifically, we have trimmed the top and bottom 3 percent of the values of the shape covariances.
In the person-specific localisation (Section 2.4), the number of generic shapes Q for the human face was Q ¼ 6, while Several hyperparameters are common in the two experiments due to less effort spent in optimising them, hence we reckon that improved results could be achieved with some tuning. T is on-par with the most accurate techniques for generic fitting, which constitutes it an effective tool in case the quality of the landmarks is crucial. Specifically, following the report of [15] the mean time per frame (in seconds) is reported in Table 4 . The generic results are copied from [15] . It should be noted that the bottleneck in our method is the generic fitting. The steps of learning the statistics for both the pictorial and the person-specific localisation are quite fast, in comparison to the respective learning for DPM and person-specific CFSS. Finally, we have created a GPU implementation of the incremental version of the algorithm which can track around 50 frames per second.
PD 2 T Experimental Analysis
We assessed the performance of different steps and options of the proposed pipeline. 4 The two most crucial experiments developed below are a) the comparison of the online versus the offline version, b) the contribution of the different pipeline steps as developed above.
The performance of the two proposed versions, i.e., the incremental and the offline was scrutinised. In the incremental version, the first 100 frames were assumed existing and then the model was updated online every 30 frames. This validation was performed in four clips of the most challenging category of 300 vW in two different generic results (one with very strong generic performance and one with mediocre). The two indicative methods were LCT [43] + CFSS [5] and MIL [42] + CFSS respectively. The CED plot in Fig. 4a demonstrates that the two version are equivalent with the offline version performing slightly better in the case of a weaker initial generic result. However, the strong benefit of the incremental version is the ability to execute in an online setting. In the rest of the manuscript, we focused on providing the optimal result that can be achieved currently, hence we have used the offline version.
We analysed the improvements from the different steps of PD 2 T. The same setting as the comparison between the two versions was followed with MIL + CFSS (poor generic fitting) and SRDCF [44] + CFSS (strong generic fitting). In Fig. 4b the results of the output of steps 2 (person-specific detection + generic fitting) and 3 (person-specific localisation) are visualised. The performance gain in the two cases differs largely, since in the poor initial fitting the person-specific detection offers a huge boost, while in the SRDCF case with strong generic fitting, the gain originates mostly from the personspecific landmark localisation step. The experimental validation of our approach in two widely different initialisation conditions demonstrates the merit of learning both a personspecific detector and a person-specific localisation technique in order to ensure the optimal fitting.
Deformable Facial Sparse Tracking
Tracking of facial parts has dominated the deformable object alignment literature, hence we investigated PD 2 T with various generic fitting techniques. The dataset of 300 vW [9] was utilised for sparse tracking. Additionally, a new dataset, FTOVM, covering cases that do not emerge in 300 vW was annotated to validate our claim in different scenarios.
300 Videos in-the-Wild Experiment
Using the 300 Videos in-the-Wild (300 vW) dataset [9] the proposed pipeline in the task of face tracking was assessed. The dataset includes in total 114 lengthy videos (out of which 64 for testing) with each frame containing a single human face annotated with the sparse 68 mark-up. It is divided into the subsequent 3 categories: A generic deformable result has the computational cost of the detection + landmark localisation, i.e., MTCNN + CFSS. The cost is reported in seconds, i.e., the mean processing time for a single frame. 4. Considerable part of the self evaluation has been deferred to the supplementary material, available online, due to the restricted space.
Category 1: Videos in well-lit environments without any occlusions. Category 2: Videos with unconstrained illumination conditions. Category 3: Video sequences captured in arbitrary conditions (including severe occlusions and extreme illuminations). In total, 123,404 frames are annotated in the testset of 300 vW, consisting it the most extensive public dataset for evaluating the deformable facial tracking performance.
The recent comprehensive evaluation of [15] provided an excellent reference for generic methods that we utilised to verify that PD 2 T works under a diverse set of conditions and initialisations, and provides a significant boost in state-ofthe-art methods. It should be emphasised that all the hyperparameters remained the same as in Table 3 for all the methods compared. To provide a fair comparison we report the same error metrics as in the original evaluation, i.e., the cumulative error distribution (CED) plots with normalised point-to-point error along with the Area Under the Curve (AUC) and the failure rate; in Fig. 2 some exemplar errors are plotted. Each error equals the mean Euclidean distance of the 68 points, normalised by the diagonal of the ground truth bounding box (further details for the errors exist on [15] ). The combinations of methods (from [15] ) were selected in order to provide as broad overview as possible, while as experimentally validated in [15] the landmark localisation method with the most accurate results for all combinations was CFSS [5] . Thus in the majority of the experiments we used CFSS, however we experimented with methods that use SDM [25] . Specifically, the methods chosen were the state-ofthe-art detector of [1] (MTCNN) ; the correlation-filter based LCT [43] ; the accurate discrimative DLSSVM of [45] ; the discrimative SPT tracker [46] ; the generative trackers of LSRST [47] , DF [48] and RPT [49] ; CMT [50] as a strong performing keypoint-based tracker; the widely used baselines of PF [51] and MIL [42] . Additionally, the baseline method that uses the tightest bounding box of the previous frame to initialise the current frame was included (denoted as PREV).
The quantitative results are provided in Table 5 and Fig. 5 , while in Fig. 9 few qualitative fittings are visualised. 3 The outcomes demonstrate that PD 2 T achieved the goal of improving the generic deformable tracking results in all methods and across all categories. Methods with weaker performance, e.g., DF + CFSS or SPT + CFSS gain a substantial performance boost that exceeds 50 percent of the initial AUC. This is particularly evident in category 3, which contains the most challenging videos. Nevertheless, for methods with stronger results, e.g., LRST + CFSS, the improvement is also noticeable in both the AUC, failure rate statistics and the CED plots.
As indicated in [15] (and Table 5 ) the first 2 categories are saturated with several methods performing equally well, thus our additional tests are restricted to the most challenging Category 3. The additional methods were: the state-ofthe-art method of [44] (SRDCF); the recent deep tracking system of [52] (SIAM-OXF); the two widely used methods of [31] (IVT), [53] (KCF). The additional results in Table 6 (Category 3) demonstrate that the performance gains are substantial. Notably, our method improves even the stateof-the-art systems, e.g., SRDCF + CFSS.
We additionally compared PD 2 T against the state-of-theart reported incremental tracker of [22] . We report the 3 top method outcomes of PD 2 T against iCCR. The CED plot in Fig. 6 depicts the error metric as reported in the original paper, i.e., the error in the 49 points' markup normalised with the interocular distance. However, in constrast to the excluded frames of the original evaluation, we evaluated the errors in all the frames provided. All 3 outcomes from PD 2 T outperform the results of iCCR; our method sets a new state-of-the-art for the most challenging category.
Facial Tracking with Severe Occlusion, Out of View Movement
Plenty of challenging cases are not included in 300 vW. Namely in 300 vW all the frames include exactly one face, while all the videos are of high resolution with the face close to the camera. The recent progress in tracking/detection systems dictates acquiring more challenging videos for experimentally assessing the merits of new systems. Thus, we have annotated semi-automatically 6 new clips that cover extreme cases that do not emerge in 300 vW, e.g., extreme occlusions, out of camera view movement, 360 degree rotation of the face. We name this new dataset FTOVM. The annotation procedure for each clip was the following: The state-of-the-art MTCNN detector [1] was utilised, while the MDNET tracker was used to verify the existence of overlap between the tracked and the detected outcome. Subsequently, a generic GN-DPM [35] , [54] was trained on 300 W trainset and fit in all the frames. A human expert excluded the erroneous fittings; the GN-DPM model was augmented in an incremental manner and all the frames were re-fitted. A Kalman filter was used to smooth the fittings and a human expert kept only the frames with an accurate fitting.
The experimental setup remained the same as in 300 vW; the generic deformable tracking method selected for the task was MDNET + CFSS. The comparison with PD 2 T can be found in Fig. 7 , while in the supplementary video, available online, qualitative results are visualised. The CED indicates that the strong method MDNET + CFSS drifts under severe occlusions or out of view movement, while our methods does not drift in such challenging cases.
Deformable Animal Tracking
Even though animals' faces include higher degrees of deformation and appearance variation, the subject has only recently emerged in static images, e.g., in [55] , [56] , however there are no established datasets for tracking yet. To illustrate the strengths of the proposed pipeline beyond human facial tracking, we annotated videos containing animal faces with an ad hoc shape. Six videos including cats' faces were semi-automatically annotated per frame with 38 facial markup; a generic GN-DPM [35] , [54] was applied; sequentially a video-specific method [26] for refining the results was employed. The erroneous fittings were rejected by two human experts. Some clips contain more than one cats in order to verify the ability of the detector to discriminate between similar objects appearing in a clip.
Three different experiments involving the two state-ofthe-art model-free trackers of MDNET [41] and SRDCF [44] (first and second position respectively in the VOT 2015 challenge [16] ) were performed. In the first two experiments, we obtained the bounding boxes from MDNET and varied the generic landmark localisation method, utilising SDM [25] and ERT [7] , while on the last experiment we used SRDCF + SDM for the generic fitting. The specifics of SDM and ERT employed were the following: For SDM, a 4-level Gaussian pyramid with parametric shape was selected. SIFT [36] feature vectors of length 128 were extracted at the first 3 scales, using RootSIFT by [57] , while the highest scale consisted of pixel intensities. For ERT the default parameters of [7] were utilised. Both SDM and ERT were trained on 2,000 images of cat faces with the appropriate annotation, while the aforementioned parameters were validated in two withheld clips. Due to the lack of established benchmark in the category, we resort to reporting the cumulative error plot that indicates in the x axis the point-to-point distance of the tracked point from the ground-truth (refer to Table 2 for indicated error values overlaid in the respective frame); additional metrics are deferred to supplementary material, available online. The CED plots can be found in Fig. 8 . The quantitative results in the generic method SRDCF + CFSS demonstrate that the improvement from an adaptive method are significant, while in the MDNET + CFSS, PD 2 T outperforms the generic fitting with a large margin.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced PD 2 T, a pipeline for learning person-specific representations from a video clip. Given a set of generic fitting results as a (sparse) set of fiducial points, PD 2 T aims at improving the generic fittings. From the internal evaluation of our method, it can be comprehended that the meticulous selection of the training samples for learning person-specific statistics results leads in very representative person-specific subspaces. We have conducted extensive experimentation with both human faces and animals' (cats) faces indicating that PD 2 T improves the generic fitting results, while we have also demonstrated that the method works with a variety of different initial fittings' combinations. In the future we aim to explore different options for improving the results further, e.g., utilising features from recent deep networks, or learning a non-linear classifier for pruning the fittings. Additionally, we aim to explore the adaptation of our method for the case of missing data.
